Select one policy from the packet of sample policies

- Read your policy, highlighting note-worthy language (elements you feel are needed in your system’s policy).
- As you read the sample policy use a different code where you find language that may be unnecessary, or requires changes in wording.
- Discuss your findings with nearby colleagues.

Analysis Prompts  Name of policy

1. Broadly speaking, how would this policy change the current status quo in your district?

2. Again broadly, what impacts does this policy imply for your students?

3. Might this policy radically alter some students’ daily school experiences and educational outcomes? How?

4. What does this policy imply for your teachers? Can you trace this policy into daily classroom practices? What do you see?
5. What do you predict your school board (and/or community) will need to discuss and learn more about in order to support and approve this policy?

6. What school district resources (budget, PD, personnel), if any, might be implicated by the passage of this policy?

Other questions and notes: